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I got a B plus. This was all that came of it (and of my education), 
or so I thought...

Brilliant.

Chapter 1
An unexpected visitor does something unexpected

I remember writing the paper. 
I remember the room...

0010



...I  had gone to school to study biology, 
but ended with a degree in history...

So I try not to fret unduly 
about frustrating software

Who could this be?

0020

z
B z

zzz

In both fields one is impressed by 
the volume of ineffectual effort

Grrr!
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Not a utility 
salesman...

Hello Christopher

The balding elder on my porch looked oddly familiar...

Professor!

0030

I know...

that...

voice!



We should talk

Would you 
get us a coin?

I had taken only three classes with the professor

And then my unexpected guest...

said something unexpected

0040

Bit of a mess...

Piffle!

It’s been twenty...five years

Uhh...

That’s not the only 
improbable thing!

Seems improbable you 
even remember me



a coin?

Something 
larger than a 

quarter would 
be ideal.

This will do nicely Now look at the 
coin in your hand

and flip it as you 
normally would

and have 
it come up 

tails...

Tails it is!

And again, this time heads

Heads!

Now tails, then heads, three timesWell done...

Some situations are too odd to question...

Uncanny!
0050

How’s this?



Magic?
Am I being recruited for hogwarts?

Afraid not

Slight of hand?

You held the coin!

Coincidence?

Unlikely

Hypnosis?

Trick coin?

Don’t be silly!

Please be magic!

Now let me tell you a story...

I was hopeful...

...and incredulous

The professor left me clutching the coin in mystery.

0060







Chapter 2

Or does it?
A chain of events leads to a big discovery...

The story began years before 
I even realized it was a story

0070



I’m the only non-
science faculty here

I read an inter-
esting paper writ-
ten by a bio major

I wonder if the 
Mytileneans knew that 

their revolt would result 
in a cladogram?

Heh!

...at a reception for Dr Wilson, who had given our commencement address one year

I got a free book and struck up a conversation with a bio professor

and I developed an ongoing friendship with Professor May

It was your paper that we talked about

The book, on insect 
supersocieties...

found a place on a shelf
We met at times to discuss history from a biological perspective. 
We talked of publishing a paper, but nothing came of it for years.

0080



How do you get 
your prophesies?

...for two days we eat 
only olives, then we bathe 
in the spring, then we...

Things began to coalesce, of all places, at Delphi...

...when I took my family to Greece on winter break one year

The priestess was an archaeology student...
My daughter was drawn to a re-
enactor dressed as a priestess

...she gave an unexpectedly detailed answer

I kept thinking about the priestess and her ritual...

...and my wife put the wrong book in my suitcase, so I spent two days on Naxos reading about ants.

Bugs are 
fascinating!

0090



Amazing story... 
But I don’t get it!

Nor did I! 
However...

Welcome 
back John!

...book tells everything 
currently known about 

the priestly rituals.

Tell me more 
about this puri-

fication rite

...May paid a visit the following week

I told her all about my trip

She took particular interest in the priestess at Delphi 

...And with bags under her eyes

While I was in Greece, she had been in Texas

at a seminar on the new science of animal micro-
biomes. The ecosystems of microbes within us.

Suddenly excited, she took the book and hurried off.

She returned two days later, 
with a stack of charts...

0100



They couldn’t have 
done better with a 21st 
century knowledge of  

microbiology!
...do microbes form 
such superorganisms?

!

Wow!

Wow indeed! As a 
historian, I was thrilled 

by the implications...

I’ve got a 
question...

Rites exquisitely designed to maintain a very specific microbiome... but why?

...which brought it all together!

Something she had learned in Houston matched uncannily 
with what she had read about the rites undergone at Delphi.

A real living god

The book on ants gave me an idea...

The Oracle had been 
directed by a pro-
karyotic superbeing

0110



they saw the P-T 
extinction... Were 

they involved? 

They can read 
the Indus script 

and Linear A

Nah!

Pervading the 
biosphere...

vast beings that 
remember...

Deep in the Earth

Beings for whom Thutmose crossing the Euphrates is living memory...

...and countless events of greater importance, that went unrecorded

Professor May thought on a grander scale

Fascinating... If true

But such things don’t happen in the lives of liberal arts professors...

Must be 
coincidence

0120



Decades of training in incredulity took hold, and so the only immediate results of this revelation...

...were changes 
to my syllabus...

And so life at a small New England school returned, pretty much, to normal

Just two more eccentric professors on campus

And previously unseen 
words on our year-end 
student evaluations.

...and to May’s 
professional focus

0130





Chapter 3
Mathematics sheds light on our discovery, 

and then uncovers a surprising twist.

There has 
to be more!

If that were all, I 
wouldn’t be here!

0140



It appears these 
bacteria sporulate 
in response to the 

stock market!

Wait... they 
aren’t responding 

to markets...

markets are 
responding to 

THEM!

Some years later, May was doing a study...

and she recruited help from the math department

And so for a short time, Cheryl May was alone with 
most significant bit of information ever known to man

That he had failed to 
observe one thing...

But the following 
day she saw... 

May was impressed by his powers of observation

The dates...

scintillating!

...Stress induced 
spore formation in 
Apibacillus lignax!

Hey Raj, can you look 
at this data for me?

0150

And as a result, he noticed 
an unexpected correlation.

Professor Ananda, by coincidence, 
traded securities in his spare time...

That’s odd



Emergency!

Do we tell 
everyone?

Do we tell Raj?

Diarrhea?

Huff
Huff

Huff
Huff

How?
Huh...

BRRRRRR

BRRRRRR

What now?

0160

...great topic 
for a thesis...



rooster 
crows at 
midnight

the results of general disclosure seemed unpridictable... 

...so we opted to tell only Professor Ananda...

...who took the news 
with surprising calm

He reflected on psychological paradox...

An academic covets professional recognition above all else...

...and this succeptibility might 
have induced us to go public...

Now that I can 
reliably make money 

trading securities

I no longer care...

...and found humor in the 
atomosphere of intrigue

0170



Academic 
credit is like a 
type of magic!

Thank you 
Mr Banik

...Was it greedy microbiologists? Or perhaps a computer algorithm

Which used the data without 
understanding its meaning

To get closer to the truth, we would need a more sophisticated setup

So the closet outside of Rajan’s office became the most advanced computing center on campus

Aye-aye 
captain!

...had not another surprise appeared in the data

someone is using this 
data to trade stocks1

who?

0180



We now have 
ice & sediment 

core data...

meteorology 
and seismic...

Yes. And I have 
contact lenses

stream 
gauge data

public health

dendrochronology

Our search was thorough...

These people 
predate modern 

science!

and what we found was thoroughly unexpected!

Our mystery traders have been discreet

to sally forth from 
the ivory tower

Is the beard 
a disguise?

this data 
rules out

All but our most 
fanciful theories

I think that the 
time has come

we could find 
anything!

What will we find in 
all of this data?

0190







Chapter 4

Rajan goes to investigate the mysterious securities traders, 
and leaves his companions with a mystery

If I am questioned...

I dazzle them with 
technical giberish!

Do not worry!

0200

If Raj was worried about his coming trip, he didn’t show it!



“Piece of cake” he said as he boarded the bus

But unbeknownst to us...

...he carried a money belt and passport

...the hours passed

Godspeed Raj!

remember I 
teach history

Cheryl...

...hence a mechanism for 
bacteroides to influence 

tectonic activity
you’re check-
ing your phone 

obsessively
look who’s 

talking!

0210

we need 
to occupy 
ourselves

It was tough to focus



Raj says “hi”

Strangely large?

...go to a small school to 
avoid being taught by a TA

prima donna 
professors

At last!!

BRRRRBRRRR

Just increases the mystery

Is it a euphemism?

BRRRR
BRRRR

She does 
think he’s on a 
routine trip...

0220

NOT IN IMMEDIATE DANGER

THINK HAVE SEEN THEM. LOOK 
STRANGELY LARGE. MAY BE 
COMPROMISED. CAREFUL!!!

PLS HELP WIFE CHANGE TIRES 
ON OUTBACK. THINKS AM ON 
PLANNED TRIP. 

NOT IN IMMEDIATE DANGER

THINK HAVE SEEN THEM. LOOK 
STRANGELY LARGE. MAY BE 
COMPROMISED. CAREFUL!!!

PLS HELP WIFE CHANGE TIRES 
ON OUTBACK. THINKS AM ON 
PLANNED TRIP. 



professor Peltier

...and on his last, cryptic text message

In the end, we opted to sit tight...

Normality, such as it was, returned

And when I row...

I think of the oarsmen 
on that second ship

We speculated endlessly on Rajan’s whereabouts...

what does it mean to 
be “strangely large”

0230







Chapter 5

Professor May presents the results of her research
to the only audience available.

Sorry I’m not the 
American Society 

of Microbiologists!

I’m still honored!

That’s alright John

The most notable feature of the fall sem-
ester was a presentation made by cheryl

0240



It was long assumed that all genetic inheritance... Then it was found that among microbes...

I am here tonight to 
talk about descent

Esteemed coleagues

Ladies and gentlemen

...occurred between parents and their offspring
“lateral” or “horizontal” gene transfers occur. 

Events which happen quite often in fact!

And recently, cases of “lateral gene transfer”...

remarkable findings on 
their own, however...

...have been seen to occur between microbes 
and multicellular organisms (like us)!

...they take on added significance when 
you know the microbes to be sentient!

0250



so creation-
ism is true?

don’t tell my 
colleagues!

tenure might not 
defend against time-

travelling aliens

I can’t wait 
to hear what 

happens!

of course, but I will 
have to continue my 

story in the car!

...Ion channel, 
conjugation factors, 

quorum sensing...

0260

Nice pictures!

in short, our evolution
may have been consciously 
guided and even initiated 
by microbial superbeings

The car?!?





Chapter 6

It turns out that we are in a rush to get somewhere. 
Frenzied preparations and the beginning of a journey.

The car will be 
here in 20 minutes

That sounds 
ominousYou should set your 

affairs in order

0270

Perhaps it was the professor’s  age and position, his 
manner, or perhaps it was the business with the coin...



What should I bring?

...oh, and what size 
shoes do you wear?

shoes?

Dress in layers!

Drink up guys!

...whatever the reason, I did as he asked

I lowered the heat

Set my Etsy shop in vacation mode, and paid bills

Here goes nothing!

Just your wallet 
and phone...

BE
EP
!

BE
EP
!

BEE
P!

BEE
P!

0280



Chris, this is David

OK. Sent the text Cool phone! 
Can I see it?

R
N

C
U

!
CH

Oh boy...

CHUNK

CHI
RP

...and we sped off into the twilight

Hey dude!

ok

You should text your 
family that you’re taking 

a short business trip

I’m getting 
into a car

0290



Should I be try-
ing to escape?

we were preparing 
to retrace Rajan’s 
trip to Manhattan.

When he showed 
up out of the blue.

Minutes later...

Before I could collect myself and question circumstance...

...the professor resumed his tale

He sat and told his story

Raj!!

You’re back!

0300







Chapter 7
Rajan tells the story of his trip to Manhattan

I arrived at the building in Manhattan 12 hours 
after you dropped me off at the Bus station.

I’ll be on my way home

In 15 minutes...

0310



maybe I can learn 
something at that 

news stand...

Good morning!
Worked here long?

Know anything ab-
out this building?

Yes.

Yes.

Anything 
interesting?

No.

Woah. That’s 
one big dude!

well that was
unhelpful...

place feels like 1920 

Improvise

rd3  floor. nobody home

Stay cool Raj
even more like 1920

Men at drafting tables?

I‘ll just take 
these and be 

on my...

the heck is on 
these pages?

And what

0320



L-looking for 
Ace Mechanical

Waaay!! Upstairs

Follow me

Did he see 
me take the 

pages?

Your name?

Hey Bob

Hey Jim

Found a 
stray?

I think Raj 
here knows 
where he is

Another giant...

are these guys 
frat brothers?

after weeks of 
having everyone 

call me Pasha

Crap!

I forgot my alias!

Uh... Raj?

May I 
help you?

0330



Hello Raj

How can we 
help you Raj?

I umm...

Don’t be 
shy Raj

have a project in 
South America

Need help with... 

...interconnect 
planarization

Interesting

but why come 
to a mechanical 

engineer

for integrated 
circuit design?

I can explain...

parking meter

but umm...

Good luck with 
the meter Raj

Good luck in 
South America

knows about micro-
chip fabrication!

what kind of 
receptionist

Jan, meet my little friend Raj

Leaving 
so soon?

0340







EB !E P

Chapter 8
Rajan seeks help abroad.

Watch it bozo!CRS

H
ECE

!

I wandered the streets of New York in a state of distraction

0345

Where do I go?



Just like the movies...

Should I...

Z
Z

B

Z
Z

!

I might be leading them 
to Cheryl and John

...return 
to School?

Eggs not in 
one basket

Get to see Sanj...

...take off? ...Go to the Authorities?

As a professor I might 
get taken seriously, but...

...they must have 
this angle covered

0350

Now off to JFK



Business class

Who were those 
big people? what on Earth is 

on these pages?

I had taken the shortest path available to me...

As a mathematician, I should 
not be so afraid to fly as I am

...but now other worries took precedence

when evading 
time-traveling 

giants...

it is no time 
to be frugal

so many 
memories

my methodology in discarding 
the phone may have been flawed

0360



Rajan!

Actually, I wasn’t

Were you surprised 
to hear from me?

Take this coin

Not surprised? Why?

...to the home of a childhood friend

from my spacetime coordinates in Maine...

through Manhattan and then...

He had left a job with a shipbreaking 
company for a more quiet life

As quiet a life as is possible in Delhi.

I considered him a sort of guru.

Sanj!

0370







Chapter 9
Rajan’s journey yields knowledge, and then adversity.

wherever we are 
we’ve covered a 

lot of ground
Hey! The coin thing!

0380

Yes

Rajan went through 
the coin flipping bus-
iness just as you did



Fascinating! How!?

How could it 
stay hidden?

Maker of crumbs

Why must it 
be hidden?

So we are 
the mouse?

nothing so exalted 
as a mouse!

we don’t have to hide 
the purpose of a toast-

er from a mouse.

I thought it might
be a sign of spiritual 

advancement

I Just noticed 
it one day

You may not 
be surprised

that I have 
something equally 
amazing to share

Somehow I am 
not surprised

Sentient 
microbes influ-
encing history...

a colleague gave 
me some data...

It all began when

...and that is how 
I wound up here

0390



but what is this 
strange writing?

here are the pages 
I took from them

Where do
the giant stock 
traders fit in?

most of it is 
ordinary tensor 
grid calculus...

One hour later...

they were 
humungous

and had an 
odd look

how very 
curious

completely 
unfamiliar

but I may 
know someone 
who can help

0400

microbial superbeings and 
inexplicable new abilities

wow. the CS department  
now has its own building



We will assume a 
Dravidian languageDr Suzuki is a 

linguist, visiting 
from Tokyo

This is hieratic

Hieratic??

Yes, Heiratic is 
ancient Egyptian

the pictographs are 
Hieroglyphics, which 
were used alongside 
Hieratic, but mostly 

for monumental 
inscriptions.

Is this page 
a joke!?

0410

that was 
fast!

Ancient 
Egyptian?!?

Where are 
the pictures?



Not since 
Roman times

So this language 
is not spoken?

Why would it 
be a joke?

Few people 
know Hieratic 

well, and I know 
of most...

wow!!

Did the big people 
look Egyptian?

In a few thousand years 
they’ve gotten  around!

I know some-
one who can...

Can you read 
their writing?

They seemed to be 
from all backgrounds

They learned something about the age of the big people

And none is that 
good at math!

...we thought!

And Dr. Suzuki became the next person to learn what we knew...

Eventually they got her to stop flipping the coin...

...and they decided to learn Hieratic

But he’s 
very tall...

Their size was all 
they had in common

We have 
something...

...something 
to tell you

0420



a facility right 
here in Delhi!

...adnam an harak

Dad!

My Rajan talks a 
lot about the gods

The arrow 
flew for days

They studied the language. Dr Suzuki became fluent

...and nights were given to research

An enjoyable and productive routine, however...

Rajan’s family joined him
Days were spent as tourists...

whoever they 
are, they have 

got class!

0430



Again, academic routine resumed, 
albeit with more anxiety.

Oh My

One week later Raj was back

fourth time 
I’ve seen him!

0440

these people are 
not well suited 
to espionage





Chapter 10
A visitor appears on campus, and an exploration 

of the unexplained coin-flipping abilities.

Through the next two 
years, the three of us kept 
our interactions discreet...

Welcome to 
Pennsylvania

0450



Ow!!

ONK!
D

...because a conspicuous new transfer had matriculated

Huge, and somehow odd looking. And an exceptional student

We spent months devising experiments to determine the nature of the phenomenon

In the end, our verdict was...

And there was the issue of the coin

a phenomenon we had learned of because 
Rajan’s friend was the sort of man who...

...spent time trying to move objects with his mind

Imagine how he felt when he succeeded!

When did 
that start?

Guess its not 
the force...

Don’t 
stare!

0460



Skill? That ‘s what our 
results indicate!

Skill? That’s a let-down

I know you’re let down 
that it wasn’t magic!

!U KNHC

N !K
HC
U

SNA
P!

But there is a silver lining...

Our coordination and perception had improved

Though we exercised discretion, and rarely took advantage

 ...and were otherwise unimpaired

We did better with larger, slower-flipping 
coins, and when we could see the coin well...

And the larger mystery 
of how and why remained

0470





Chapter 11
Surprising revelations about the “big Ancients”

...managed to get a maintenance job in 
a building owned by the big Ancients

0480

Sanj, who was also disappointed at the 
prosaic explanation for the coin flipping...



Chandragupta...

Sanj Chandragupta

Sanj was able to intercept pages which were bound for the shredder

He sent these pages to Dr. Suzuki, now back in Tokyo

She translated the pages, and sent them to us

“coffee filters 
for third floor.”

The world’s most 
boring conspiracy!

I becme a 
linguist to 

study Pacific 
islanders

Most of what we read was mundane, however...

...and ended 
up here...

alawaleia!

0490



They are investing 
heavily in biotech.

They are investing 
heavily in biotech.

And of something we didn’t know what to make of

They are investing 
heavily in biotech

These investments 
don’t seem designed 

for profitability

And we saw a few things which defied explanation...

On rare occasions we caught glimpses of a greater purpose

..such as frequent, bulk 
deliveries of unusual foods

What’s odd 
about that?

Third shipment 
this month

And for unknown reasons...

The “ancients” eschewed certain technologies

0500

Did they eat these 
in ancient Egypt?

Abacus!?



These columns must 
be the subject’s birth 

and death dates

And so it went for years, but then one day...

The Ancients could do this 
work on a computer with a 

fraction of the effort

Hey guys...

If that is true, 
then this one was 

170 years old!

those look like 
genealogies!

why would 
they avoid 

computers?

Some sort 
of diagram?

Look at this!

My God! It all 
makes sense!

They’re breeding 
themselves!

0510



Now, much of the information we got 
from Sanj began to make sense.

we learned about their bioinformatic methods...

...and we learned about them!

Some had lived as long as 200 years
There were several thousand of them worlwide

They all shared the same strange diet

Cheryl hypothesized this was needed for the 
full expression of their unique physical traits...

...most notably, the vast network of nerves 
and ganglia surrounding their digestive tract

0520





Chapter 12
Ongoing research into the microbial superbeings

In between bits of information about 
the Egyptians, we turned our attention 

back to the mysterious microbes...

SQUEEK

0530

David sure 
dozed off fast



Alright Cheryl, let’s see if you can teach me 
what we know about our microbial masters

For starters, are 
they one or many?

Such distinctions 
may not be applicable 

to these beings

We have to accept that their 
purposes and their nature

Are beyond us, and focus on 
the actions that we observe

Like causing storms?

Exactly!

They seem to exert control over 
many aspects of the natural world.

As you mentioned, they 
influence weather and climate

I’ve been told I 
wax mystical on 
subjects like...

Heh... I’ve gotten 
similar comments

the destruction of the 
Mongol invasion fleet or 

the Spanish Armada

0540

it’s only through 
statistical analysis that 
we are even aware of 

their existance



whose bodies 
they pervade!

Hence my 
daughter’s 
behavior!

Earthquakes?

Through local plate movements...

They might control con-
vection in Earth’s mantle, 

thereby controlling...

there is clear evi-
dence of microbiogenic 

tectonic activity

The shapes 
of continents

and even Earth’s 
rotation and orbit

of course they control 
plants and animals

but don’t dismiss 
such things!

You’re joking...

Yes, and much more

0550



So humans have a 
built-in weakness?

...all animals 
and plants

every trait developed after species 
split must be developed in isolation!

And when a lineage dies

we get around this 
limitation somewhat

than the web of microbial life

In what way have 
we been limited?

It is, as intended, 
mediated by microbes!

One method seems 
related to the isolation 

of the germ line

Huh?

genetic information 
cannot be exchanged 

between species

so one cannot combine the best 
traits of, say, birds and bats

And you told me we have been designed Yes

But you scientists are 
always saying we we’re 
made by an undirected 
evolutionary process

but it seems now, that 
we are made in such a 
way as to keep us from 
evolving out of control

It is as if airplane manufacturers could not 
exchenge information with auto manufacturers

every innovation it has 
made dies with it!

through retention of 
unexpressed legacy DNA

but still the tree of animal 
life is much less efficient

Where horizontal 
gene transfer occurs

Perhaps in many ways

Partially

Not just us...

0560



Perhaps even 
entertainment

Edutainment

And most may 
be left to their 
own devices!

Might this be linked to the 
Egyptian’s technophoba?

If so, it raises the prospect that 
they are doing something they want 
to keep hidden from the microbes

Hmmm...

A frightening 
prospect!

Through us?

We see evidence that they can 
interface with our technology

And they’ve meddled 
in human history?

is analogous to our relation-
ship with lower animals

no, and we still 
don’t know how 

they do it!

To the microbes, every 
detector known to science

is joined into a global, broad 
spectrum interferometer!

Raj postulates 
access to higher spa-

tial dimensions

But that’s his an-
swer to everything!

Even more 
interestingly...

Some of us are, likely, 
experimental subjects

As best we can tell, 
their relationship to us

Some of us are 
used for work 

0570





Chapter 13
I learn about the destination and purpose of our journey. 

to try and thwart 
the big Ancients

California

Why?

They’re probably 
going to kill us.

Where are we going?

0573

Perhaps
I should 
just ask



California?

I suppose I should 
have mentioned...

...and we could  
use the help

If it’s any comfort...

all other geologically 
suitable locations are 

still snowbound...

and we’re poss-
ibly going to die?

...or are major 
tourist attractions

They probably would 
have got you at home

probably

Not possibly...

0577

The perils of 
trans-fat seem 
suddenly small



Advanced 
manipulation 
of microbial 
and animal 
genomes

Clearly they were 
up to something big

...directed towards 
an astonishing goal!

A massive mobilization 
of technical resources...

Good. You’re awake. 
We’re just 50 miles 

from a rest stop

0580

I need 
to pee

As we learned more 
about the Ancients

our concern 
turned to alarm!

That was 
a long 45 
minutes

Mountains!

I think they 
plan to control 

the gods!

They’re the tenth 
largest consumer of 

gene sequencers



Won’t the gods 
intervene?

hawosh quon 
nafrow

There’s no evidence 
that they are paying 
that close attention

long shot
It is a

That was five years ago

We immersed ourselves in our studies
We informed our families

Our “Ancients” database continued to grow

Impossible as it seemed to oppose them...

...we began to formulate a plan

twenty 
terraflops!

I am being hunted 
by  ancient giants

Beloved Family

it’s our 
only shot!

hope some of 
this becomes 

useful!

And the Anci-
ents would know 

better than us

0590



Exposing the Ancients seemed too risky...

And it might only accelerate their plans

We aimed, instead, to communicate...

...with the gods themselves

It was, indeed, a long-shot...

...but all other options seemed covered

Globe-girdling minds who saw us as mere particles

How to get their attention?

0600





Chapter 14
The beginning and end of the journey

Now we were always on edge

0610

Five years earlier, we had still been  
lighthearted about our situation



Act nonchalant

We’re getting off the highway...

We’re meeting Cheryl in Denver

He might be 
older than me

We couldn’t be sure, but ever since Rajan’s trip to New York...

...and for several years it appeared to work

The others are already on site

Ships in the 
night. Eh Rex?

...it seemed that there was always at least one of the big Ancients on campus

We tried to be discreet as we developed our plan...

and then we were there

The mountains in the distance 
never seemed to get closer...

0620



I’m so cold! I’m 74. How do 
you think I feel

m
m

mm
mm

H m

mm mm
H

mmm

I think some 
exhaust fumes 

are coming back 
in here...

Professor May greeted us with a smile

She left it to us to load up

The professor and I shared the back 
with a loud portable generator

I spent 6 hours at the wheel, but the rest of the time I was in back...

where I heard the rest of the professor’s story

0630

Things got hairy 
about a month ago...



Thankfully, my daughter was there to help                       

I need two HR-18 
mobile incubators

Thereafter, he was seen poking about out-
side of Rajan’s office, and then Cheryl’s

Or we’d be even worse prepared than we are!

Do I need the 
input rectifier?

what’s that!?

Dad, these are 
snow shovels...

That’s every-
thing on the list

How’d I do? And those are 
yoga mats!

0640

It was then that something alerted the campus ancient

perhaps no more than someone changing direction to avoid him

It was left to me to make last minute preparations



Last week, Delhi went silent

RA
P

RA
P

Two days ago, I found giants riffling my office

After that, the only pause in motion...

...was in your living room as we waited for David

Did they 
see me?

nomnen wepnoj

Your decades old paper 
was on top of my desk

al anapnam

0650

Sanj?



It’s been 48 
hours now

m m
mm

mm

H

m

And that’s how 
we all got here!

You’re a driv-
ing machine!

Mustn’t be late to 
the apocalypse!

mmH
m mmm

Now sleep 
if you can.

David used tape and cardboard to improve the cold and exhaust situations...

 but I already had a headache

 and sleep was impossible

...and the roads kept getting bumpier...

0660







Chapter 15
The staging area

a a
i ak

l kit a t
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C
And then we were there

TW
E

HC
RI P

T
TWEE
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...but it didn’t last 

headache is 
nearly gone

It was great after a rough ride...

and must remain 
in the incubators 

until deployed

They contain a 
specially cultured 

bacterum...There are 
30 capsules

Each one we 
deploy improves 

our chances
Each capsule 

must go at least 
30 meters down

we will be drilling a 
string of wells on the 

flank of this ridge

We quietly took our places

I would say such a 
thing in earnest

I never imagined

But guard them 
with your life!

what an 
unlikely 
group

every-

around!
one gather

0690



Oh dad...Yeah! Geronimo!Banzai!

None of us expected 
to be here with so 
little preparation.

But our expect-
ations will not stay 

the Ancients!

Some of us did 
not expect to 
be here at all

Each is a genius

with several life-
times of knowledge 

and experience

Though they will 
not use firearms

So stand fast 
to your work!

when there is no choice, 
reflection is useless

My companions 
in danger...

They are doubly so 
at close quarters

and as dangerous as 
they are at a distance

...they can probably 
throw like Nolan Ryan

0700



I stay!

Can you die from 
mosquito bites?

The man from whom we had leased the drilling rig...

...was stirred by the speeches, and refused to leave

It took 3 hours to get to the first site

P. Emeritus J. Peltier
Classics

Aya Suzuki, PhD
Computational Linguistics

P. Cheryl May 
Microbiology

Haverford outdoor club
Julie PeltierChristopher

G. fylox - archebacterium

E Prado & sons drilling
Ernesto Prado

Wellmaster DX8
Paolo

David Banik
Rajan’s former TA

P. Rajan Ananda
Topology

Sam Ananda
RHS Chess Club

I’m not scared of these jokers

you should be Ernesto!

A lot!

You say they’re big

bigger than me?

...must be a better way 
to carry these things!
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Chapter 16
Operations commence

The river stones were a source of misgivings

Granite fastball...

0720



I have every form 
of discomfort

these mosquito 
nets don’t work!

If Ernesto hadn’t stayed, 
this would be hopeless!

Rise and 
shine people!

Coffee?

we’re going to leave 
the cars for 3 days?

lucky if California 
is here in 3 days

5am Day 2

David’s alright

How’s Paolo?

He say sorry 
he try to twist 
your arm off

He’s OK...

0730

this is our last 
supply run

we’re on our 
own guys

9pm day 1

If I was home I’d be 
having a cup of...

not worth the risk 
to work after dark

no signal



30 meters!

Site 1 - 10am, day 2

...we use 
Python too

0740

Alright gals, 
time to shine!

Maybe the Ancients 
won’t show-up!

Site 2 - 9pm, day 2

PH is suboptimal...  

but don’t get any ideas 
about sporulating!

How did we 
do this time?

Conditions 
are better...

Now for a well 
deserved rest!



U

U
U

A
A

A
G

G

R

U
R

R

GA
R
G

Headlights!

That’s where 
we parked!

It’s the end of 
a logging road

Who would 
go there?

Teenagers?

At 4 am?
they won’t 
need super 
hearing to 

find us

I bet they have 
good night-vision

Late that night...

0750

...let’s not wait 
for light to move 

to site three

three,

  one...
 two, 

CL
IC
K

CL
IC
K



Ow!!

Oops!

David seemed flighty before going on patrol that morning

He spoke of how human constructs had been used 
as vast antennae by the microbial superbeings.

by mid-afternoon we realized he was missing

We made a fruitless, two hour search.

Is it level?

And gives new 
answers to the 
Fermi Paradox

This affair has implicat-
ions for several terms in 

the Drake Equation

Close enough.
Bring in Paolo!

We’ve had our 
first casualty

our performance now 
is most important...

...as it portends 
our response to 

future losses

Which will 
surely come!

HMS 
Torrin

with predictable, but unavoidable rexults

From then on, we worked through the night

FUD FF
UD
F
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Chapter 17
First contact

Sleep, when it came, was troubled

RU
U AA G

 U R
G R GA
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they CAN see 
in the dark!

That night

Wishful thinking!

This situation is so 
unique that we may be

at the point of 
lowest entropy 

on Earth

K
L NIB

K
L NIB

BL NI K
BL NI K

We were right 
over there...

I looked back and 
he was gone!!

Nothing is certain

Be calm

Glowing eyes

Animals?

We’re at site four!

0780

Where are 
you Raj?

Soon after daybreak, Rajan too disappeared

 for some 
reason that’s 

comforting



They really are 
bigger than me

Proportionally 
stronger too!

Two days ago I 
worried my plants 
were drying out

For me it was BPA 
in water bottles

Tick borne 
diseases

Me too!

I see this ordeal 
has given us some 

perspective

Food is low...

I’ll show every-
one how to locate 

edible grubs

I’m covered 
in rash!

We’ve got 
company!

0790

Guys!!



They’re gone looks like a 
standoff...

Hey! The hose 
is moving!

Paolo!

Cut it free!

Joi
p!

U

U
CLUNK
A

A
G

R
U

R

G
R
G

A

0800

Sh
oo
pYou saved Paolo

we can fetch 
water by hand

I lost it!



0803

If we recirculate...

We risk contamination

rally people!

Dad is crazy

Paolo sure 
is thirsty!

It’s getting dark guys

...we should 
walk single file

Ungh!

h d!uT

U

U
A

A
G

AR

U
R

G
R
G

A

This was 
impossible with 

three of us!



why aren’t they 
throwing back?

Holy crap!

 fast!

more headlights

Oh crap
reinforcements

sorry!

Fizz
z!

Cricket

Bap!

Do
nk

My foot 
is blue!

Cricket

Fi
zz
z!

Injuries mounted as the stalemate persisted

Then, as we had long anticipated...

They’re aiming 
at the gas cans!

They seemed, at first, to have bad aim Fuel ran out that night

f
Dif

U
U

A
R
U
G
A
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U
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R
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A
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A

Protect the 
bacteria!

The Ancients  app-
eared sporadically

0810

beautiful 
silence

we’re holding 
them at bay







Chapter 18
The last battle begins

we’ve deployed 
fewer than a third 

of the capsules

mostly with 
suboptimal soil 

chemistry

our 10km trail of power 
bar wrappers has been a 
grand accomplishment

0820

and this isn’t over yet!



they hardly move

steady!

ptar womok

subadar ramet

steady people!

K
L NIB

BL NI K

BL NI K

I think they said “keep 
still until morning...”

“... then we trample 
the frail creatures”

are those knives 
or swords?

and eyebrows!
they were 

wearing wigs

0830



wowoh

Fip

Like more than a man...

0840

Steady

He didn’t 
even blink!

the professor walked out to face the giant

He looks like a statue

Fu
mp

Ung!

Sami threw a stone



You killed 
my father! 

???

Aren’t you here to stop us 
from warning the gods?

The Ancients have no 
idea what you are doing

LEST we trample!

They are priests of Atum

The knives?

You’re not here to kill us?

They stood still all night 
to avoid stepping on frogs

Your father

at the Days Inn 
in Klamath Falls

is with David

They only wish to keep 
you from exposing them

Purely ceremonial

He called off 
the “little” ones

0850



You aren’t 
one of them?

A god?

If you wish

You didn’t get 
our warning, but 

you’re here

I may not be the 
greatest of gods

I know who that is!

So we succeeded?

There was nothing to stop

What about their selec-
tive computer avoidance?

Khonsu is the 
first name men 

called me

You got our warning 
and stopped them?

but I can keep 
basic track of 8 

billion lives

0860

Organizational inertia



And Christopher

Your friend Sanj...

What about the others?

Dr Suzuki...

So that’s it?

Once your epochal 
paper is published...

Ernesto will get pub-
licity for his business...

...won’t be 
very big news

a 6000 year 
old priesthood 
of supermen...

We don’t need 
to worry about 
the Ancients?

And having tea with 
the river Ganges

swimming in a heated pool

got to spend three weeks at 
the Embassy Suites New Delhi

...in addition to the part she 
played in your discoveries

Will decipher 
the Indus Script

The youngsters 
got an adventure

David will talk to 
space aliens...

Will get to draw 
a comic book!

who I commend 
for recognizing 

my name...

That’s one for 
the cork-board 
in Moxie Hall!

0870



Story continued in:

The Outastanding B Plus

Coming Soon!
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